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to s = 0 we find K°, the dissociation constant of the ani-

linium ion at infinite dilution . From the variation with

temperature (Fig . 3 and formulae 13 and 14) we find th e

heat of dissociation of the anilinium ion 7100 cal ./mole .

In order to make the above extrapolation (2) we have

measured cells of the following composition with the hy-

drogen electrode :

3 .5 rn . KCl Solution S ~ H 2 ,

where X is a mixture of hydrochloric acid and sodiu m

chloride solution, while S is 0 .01011 n . HC1 (Table 6) . From

the measurements we find -log f~ ) , which we extrapolate
f S )

to X = pure sodium chloride solution (Fig. 4 and 5) .

In the last part of the paper we have discussed th e

definition of the single values of f. It has been shown

from the measurements in this paper that the usual pro-

cedure of extrapolating to infinite dilution by means o f

DEBYE-HücKEL's law for the real activity coefficients may

give meaningless results .
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-PREFAC E

s indicated by the title the present paper was intende d

to form the first part of a treatise consisting of thre e

parts to appear in immediate succession . The second part

was planned as a more detailed elaboration of the theory

of nuclear collisions on the general lines discussed her e

while the third part should contain an analysis on suc h

lines of the available experimental evidence about nuclea r

transmutations . The publication of the present paper which

was in print in January 1937 was, however, postponed an d

the completion of the other parts of the treatise delayed du e

to a visit of the authors to American universities in order

to attend a number of conferences where nuclear problems

were discussed. In the meantime the subject has been i n

rapid development due to the publication of several im -

portant papers during the last few months . Moreover an

admirable complete report of the present state of nuclea r

dynamics h'as been published by H . BETHE in "Reviews of

Modern Physics " , 9, 69, (1937), in which are include d

detailed comments on some of the considerations her e

presented, based on verbal communications from th e

authors at a conference in Washington, February 1937 .

Under these circumstances the plan of publishing a mor e

comprehensive treatise has been temporarily abandoned ,

and in order to bring the present paper up to date it has been

completed by an addendum written in October 193 7

and containing references and brief comments of the mos t

important recent contributions to the subject .

Printed in Denmark .

Bianco Lunes Bogtrykkeri k/S .
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§ 1 . Basic Ideas .

I
n a recent paper s it was pointed out that the extreme

I facility of energy exchanges between the densely packed

particles in atomic nuclei plays a decisive role in deter -

mining the course of nuclear transmutations initiate d

by impact of material particles . In fact, the assumptio n

underlying the usual treatment of such collisiôns, that th e

transmutation consists essentially in a direct transfer o f

energy from the incident particle to some other particle i n

the original nucleus leading to its expulsion, cannot b e

maintained. On the contrary, we must realize that every

nuclear transmutation will involve an intermediate stage in

which the energy is temporarily stored in some closel y

coupled motion of all the particles of the compound syste m

formed by the nucleus and the incident particle . On account

of the strong forces which come into play between any two

material particles at the small distances in question, th e

coupling between the particles of this compound system i s

t N . Bolin, Neutron capture and nuclear constitution, Nature 137 ,

344 and 351, (1936), cited for brevity in the following as (A) .

Added in proof . In a more recent article (Science 86, 161, 1937 )

a brief account of the later developments of the views presented in the
paper cited is given . A fuller account with more detailed references to

the previous litterature on the subject is further contained in an addres s

at the International Physical Congress in Paris, October 1937, which
will soon appear in the congress communications .
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in fact so intimate that its eventual disintegration - whether

it consists in the release of an "elementary" particle like

a proton or a neutron, or of a "complex" nuclear particle

like a deuteron or an a-ray - must be considered as a

separate event, independent of the first stage of the collisio n

process . The final result of the collision may thus b e

said to depend on a free competition between all the variou s

disintegration and radiation processes of the compoun d

system consistent with the general conservation laws .

From this point of view the treatment of nuclear trans -

mutations initiated by collisions will imply in the first

place an examination of the balance between the separat e

processes involved in the formation and disintegration o f

the semistable intermediate system. Notwithstanding the

suggestiveness of simple mechanical analogies (A, p. 351 )

the discussion of this problem obviously demands proper

quantum theoretical considerations . In fact, not only are

the possible energy states of the compound system generally

restricted by the laws of quantum mechanics, but also the for -

mation or disintegration of this system will often involve cha-

racteristic quantum mechanical effects of the kind well known

from the successful explanations of the laws of radioactiv e

decay due to CONDON and GURNEY, and especially to GAMOW .

Considerable modifications in the usual treatment of such

problems, which rest upon the assumption that the inciden t

particle within the nucleus to a first approximation moves i n

a fixed field of force, are necessitated, however, by the intim -

ate coupling here assumed between the motion of the partic-

les in nuclei . Still we shall see that the extreme thoroughnes s

of this coupling actually introduces certain simplifications

which permit one to draw a number of simple conclusion s

of a comprehensive character about nuclear reactions .

Transmutation of Atomic Nuclei by Impact of Material Particles . I . 7

Results of great interest on the constitution of atomic

nuclei have been obtained, as is well known, by treatin g

such nuclei as quantum mechanical systems built up

entirely of neutrons and protons . This offers not only an

explanation of the fact revealed by the study of band

spectra and of the hyperfine structure of series lines that th e

intrinsic spin of the nucleus of any isotope is an odd or eve n

multiple of the unit h/4rr, according as its mass number i s

odd or even respectively, but also allows a general under -

standing of the way in which the stability of nuclei, an d

hence the occurrence of isotopes and the values of their

mass defects, vary with mass and charge number . In this

connection it may be especially noted that the important

information about the forces between nuclear particles at

close distances obtained in this way by HEISENBERG and his

collaborators rests essentially upon an estimate of th e

average kinetic energy of these particles in the normal stat e

of nuclei . Since protons as well as neutrons obey the Paul i

exclusion principle, this kinetic energy will in fact be nearly

independent of the conditions of motion assumed for th e

nuclear particles and, as regards its order of magnitude ,

will always be comparable with what would be obtaine d

if each particle was assumed to move in a separate cel l

within the nucleus .

Any closer examination of the constitution of atomic

nuclei based on the usual procedure in which, like the extra-

nuclear electrons in atoms, each particle is assumed in the

first approximation to move independently in a conserva -

tive field of force cannot, however, on account of the fa r

more intimate coupling between nuclear particles, b e

expected to yield results which may be directly compare d

with the actual properties of nuclei . Notwithstanding the
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promising attempts at a more rigorous treatment of th e

constitution of very light nuclei, we must for the moment

be content to consider atomic nuclei as a state of matter

of extreme density and electrisation, whose properties can

only be explored by the analysis of the experimenta l

evidence on nuclear reactions . Still, the circumstance tha t

the excitation energy of the compound nucleus involved in

ordinary experiments on nuclear transmutations is ver y

small compared with the total energy necessary for th e

complete separation of all its constituent particles permits ,

as we shall see, a simple comparison to be made betwee n

many properties of nuclear matter and the properties o f

ordinary liquid and solid substances .

§ 2 . Nuclear Level Distribution .

As shown in (A), the distribution of energy levels o f

excited nuclei exhibits a striking difference from what woul d

be expected if such excitations, as ordinarily assumed, wer e

due to an abnormally high energy state of a single nuclear

particle . Thus the experimental evidence concerning the cap -

ture of fast and slow neutrons by heavy nuclei with emissio n

of radiation shows that the distance between the energy

levels of such nuclei decreases rapidly with increasing

excitation, with the result that the distribution of energy

levels becomes practically continuous, even for excitatio n

energies which - although sufficient for the escape of a

neutron with great kinetic energy - are far too small

to alter essentially the semistable character of the compoun d

system. Even within the region of continuous distribution th e

mean life time of the compound system is probably mor e

than a hundred thousand times as long as the time interval

which a fast neutron would use in passing through a region

Transmutation of Atomic Nuclei by Impact of Material Particles. I .

of nuclear dimensions . The typical features of the nuclear

level distribution are easily understood, however, if we

realize that the stationary states of a nucleus must correspond

to some quantized collective type of motion of all its con-

stituent particles . In fact the rapid approach of neigh-

bouring nuclear levels with increasing energy resemble s

(comp . A p. 346) the characteristics of the multitude of the

linear combinations which may be formed by a number

of independent quantities (see Addendum I) . The nuclear

level distribution has therefore very much the same character

as that of the quantum states of a solid body, well known

from the theory of specific heats at low temperatures (se e

Addendum II) .

This analogy suggests a more direct comparison between

the excitation of a nucleus and the vibrations of elasti c

substances, a comparison which is much simplified by th e

circumstance that apart from the very lightest nuclei th e

density of matter and energy is practically the saine in al l

nuclei . Denoting by N the total number of protons and

neutrons in such a nucleus, the volume will in fact b e

approximately given by

V = Nå3 ,

	

(1 )

where å is about 3 . 10 -13 and may be taken as the diameter

of the cell occupied by an individual nuclear particle .

Further the average kinetic energy of each particle in suc h

nuclei will be given approximately by the simple formul a

h2

8å2p '

where h is Planck 's constant, and ,u the nearly equal mas s

of a proton or a neutron . This gives for K approximately

(2)
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20 M . e . V. and, since from measurements of mass defect s

the average binding energy of a neutron or a proton in a

nucleus is found to be approximately 10 M . e: V., the

average potential energy loss per nuclear particle become s

nearly 30 M . e . V. Just as å may be considered as. a charac-

teristic unit of length in nuclear problems, a suitable uni t

of time in such problems is given by the interval r, which

an elementary particle of kinetic energy K would use i n

covering the distance b . This time interval which is ap-

proximately given by

is of the order of magnitude of 10 -22 sec.

The circumstance that the excitation energy of heavier

nuclei is always very small compared with the total kineti c

energy NK in the normal state of the nucleus invites us

now to compare the nuclear excitations with the oscillation s

in volume and shape of a sphere under the influence of an

elasticity s or surface tension w given by expressions o f

the type of

where the dimensionless factors CF and C,,, must be expecte d

to be approximately constant for all but the lightest nuclei .

Thus the frequences ve and vw of the oscillations of the

simplest character of a sphere. of volume V and density c

are given by the familiar formula s

v e

	

£`1917-

	

1 ; vw cam, co%

	

ß i,

	

(5)

which are easily tested by dimensional considerations . Putting

o- = 0- 3 we obtain from (5) by means of (1), (2), and (4)

Transmutation of Atomic Nuclei by Impact of Material Particles . I . 1 1

for the energy differences between successive quantum state s

of the nucleus corresponding to such oscillation s

4,
.E = hve c~V8C F N K; 4 w E=hvw NV8

	

K . (6)

Due to the difficulty of estimating the numerical values
of the constants Cr and C,, the main interest of these formula s

is the variation of the energy differences with N . Thus the

fact that the average energy differences between the lowe r

excited states of nuclei varies decidedly faster than N-3 and

even somewhat more rapidly than N-; shows that, at any

rate for heavier nuclei, simple elastic vibrations corres-

ponding to 4 FE are not responsible for the lowest excite d

states and can only be expected to be present for higher
excitations. The circumstance, however, that .A E corres-

ponds more closely to the way the average distance of the

lower levels decreases with N, suggests a more direct

comparison of surface oscillations with the fundamental

modes of nuclear excitation responsible for the main feature s
of the level, distribution. Still the fact that the proper

surface energy of nuclei estimated from the mass defec t

curves' give, when introduced in (4) and (6), values for

4,,,E of more than a million volts even for heavy nuclei ,

where the average level distance is certainly not more than

a few hundred thousand volts, shows the great difficult y
involved in such a comparison (see Addendum III) .

Obviously any such simple considerations can at most

serve as a first orientation as regards the possible origi n

of nuclear excitations . In a closer discussion of thi s

problem more detailed considerations regarding the spe-

cific character of the interactions between the individua l

nuclear particles on the stability as well as of the exci -
cf. C . F. v ; waitsci en; Die Atomkerne, Leipzig 1937 .

(3)

e = C F K6-3 ; co = Cw :KB-2 ,

	

(4)
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tation mechanism of nuclei are needed . This is in fact not

only indicated by the well known periodicities in the

mass defect curve but also by the marked difference

observed between the distances of the ground level and th e

excited levels for nuclei with even and odd mass and charg e

numbers . These effects must obviously be ascribed to th e

different degrees of saturation of the forces between pairs

of nuclear particles obtainable in such nuclei on accoun t

of the restrictions implied by the Pauli principle in a mor e

rigorous quantum mechanical treatment of the many body

systems concerned . Due to the close coupling of the motio n

of the nuclear particles it would seem difficult, however ,

at the moment to discern to what extent conclusions concern -

ing the exchange character or the spin dependence of th e

specific nuclear forces are reliable, when based on considera-

tions of nuclear models with weak coupling between th e

particles .

In particular any attempt of accounting for the spin

values by attributing orbital momenta to the individual

nuclear particles seems quite unjustifiable . We must in fact

assume that any orbital momentum is shared by all th e

constituent particles of the nucleus in a way which resem-

bles that of the rotation of a solid body . Denoting by J th e

moment of inertia, we obtain

a

4rE =
h

N N-$ K
S7e 2

as an estimate of the energy differences between the lowes t

quantum states of such rotations. For heavy nuclei (7)

gives values small compared with the average level distanc e

and may therefore possibly explain the fine structur e

observed for many energy levels of such nuclei . Part of

this fine structure and perhaps many other of the charac-

teristic features of the structure of the lower level distribu-

tion may, however, be attributed to the orientations of th e

intrinsic spins of the nuclear particles relative to each othe r

and to the resulting angular momentum of the nuclear

motions (see Addendum IV) .

§ 3 . Radiative Properties of Nuclei .

As first revealed from the study of so-called internal

conversion of y-rays, the radiation emitted from excite d

nuclei will often show polarity properties differing essenti-

ally from that of an excited atom containing an electron i n

an abnormally high quantum state . While in the atomic cas e

the intense radiations are always of dipole type, nuclear

radiations corresponding to poles of higher order are foun d

to be relatively intense . It is true that this is just what shoul d

be expected if nuclei could be considered as compose d

entirely of constituents like a-particles, all having the sam e

charge and the same mass, because in that case the electric

center would always coincide with the mass center and

exclude the appearance of any dipole moment' . hl the

more general case, however, where nuclei must be considere d

to be built up of protons and neutrons, the appearance o f

dipole moments must - quite independent of the characte r

of the forces between the particles - obviously be expecte d

to appear, if the coupling is assumed to be so small that th e

state of the nucleus can be described by attributing wel l

defined quantum states to each particle .

If, on the contrary, the coupling between the motions o f

the individual particles is assumed to be so intimate tha t

we have only to do with collectively quantized states of the
1 Comp . N. Boar, Journ . Chem. Soc . p . 381 (1932) .
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whole nucleus, the situation will obviously be very different .

In fact, unless the excitation is so high that the relativ e

position of neighbouring particles is essentially affected, th e

radiative properties of the nucleus must be expected t o

show a close resemblance with that of a rotating or oscillating

body with practically uniform electrisation , and, due to the

approximate coincidence of the charge and the mass center ,

dipole moments will under such conditions be absent or

at any rate much suppressed . Such a comparison also make s

possible a quantitative estimate of the probabilities of th e

radiative processes responsible for neutron capture . In fact,

for an oscillation of the nuclear matter with frequenc y

v and relative amplitude a the quadrupole radiation emitte d

per unit time will be approximately

E2

	

R

	

(2nv)s
5

a5 d 4 ,

	

(8 )

where E = Ze is the total electric charge, and d = a N" the

diameter of the nucleus . Further we have for a low quantum

state

where M = N,u is the total mass of the nucleus . Eliminating

a from (8) and (9) we get for the probability of a radiative

transition in unit time

	

R

	

e2 G2 6 4

	

F,
. = h v

	

v (2 atv)4
he N11 c 4

Now the life time of the excited nuclear states formed b y

slow neutron impact on heavy nuclei corresponds to a valu e

of Fr about x 10-7 and this agrees with (10), if hv for th e

most probable radiative transition is of the order of a million

volts, as would seem consistent with general experimental

evidence .
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Formula (10) holds of course only in the case of a transi-

tion actually accompanied by a quadrupole radiation . For

nuclear excitations corresponding to radial pulsations o r

to simple rotations even the quadrupole moment will,

however, disappear and radiative transitions will becom e
still more improbables . As regards the question of radiativ e

transitions between any two levels of an excited nucleus ,

it must also be noted that the various possible types o f

oscillations can generally not be expected to be independen t
of each other. In fact an estimate by means of (9) of the

amplitudes of these oscillations shows that even for heavy

nuclei such amplitudes will be small compared with nuclea r

dimensions only for the lowest quantum states . In genera l

there will therefore probably be a close coupling betwee n

the elastic vibrations of the different types, which may

explain the observation of the frequent appearance of com-

paratively hard radiation from excited nuclei correspondin g

to transitions between distant nuclear levels z . In this

connection it may be hoped that further experiment s

on the radiation emitted from excited nuclei as well as o n

nuclear disintegrations produced by y-rays will help t o

clear up the question of the mechanisms of the excitatio n

of nuclei (see Addendum V) .

C . F . v . WEIZSÄCKER, Naturwiss . 24, 813, (1936) has recently sugge s

ted that the appearance of so-called isomeries among the artificial radio -

active elements may be explained by the extremely small probabilitie s

which radiative transitions with a change of angular momentum of

several times h/2n would have on any nuclear model . In this connec-

tion it may be of interest to call attention to the possibility that th e

uniformity of the electrisation of the densely packed nuclear matte r

may also make the probabilities of radiative transitions as well as o f

internal conversion processes between certain other pairs of nuclear
states extremely small .

a Comp . esp . S . KIKUCHI, K. Husiml and H. Aoxi, Nature 137, 992,
(1936).

hv

	

(2av)2 a2 d' M, (9)



§ 4. Escape of Neutrons from Excited Nuclei .

As already mentioned in § 1, the disintegration of th e

compound system involved in nuclear transmutations mus t

be considered as an event depending only on the stat e

of this system and not on the way in which it is formed .

Such disintegrations demand in fact a so to speak fortuitou s

concentration on the individual particle released of an es-

sential part of the energy temporarily stored in intrinsic

motions of the nuclear matter . These characteristic features

of nuclear dynamics appear especially clearly in the cas e

of the disintegration of the compound system whic h

results in neutron escape . In fact, in the case of release

of charged particles the electric repulsion extending beyon d

the range of the proper nuclear forces may under certai n

circumstances have a considerable influence on the pro-

bability of the disintegration, and this essentially quantu m

mechanical effect cannot always, as we shall see in § 6

be unambiguously seperated from the kinematical con-

ditions for the liberation of a particle from the nuclear

matter . Even in the case of neutron collisions classical

mechanical considerations cannot be unambiguously applie d

to the motion of the neutrons outside the nucleus, unless

the de Broglie wave length

h,
v

is shorter than or at any rate comparable with nuclear

dimensions . Strictly we cannot speak of a definite establish -

ment of interaction between a free neutron and some par-

ticle within the nucleus, unless . is comparable with 6 . The

formation of a semistable compound system, which unde r

such conditions will in almost every case result from contact

between the incident neutron and the surface of the nucleus ,

closely resembles in fact the adhesion of a vapour mole -

cule to the surface of a liquid or solid body . Conversely

the disintegration of the compound system with neutron

release exhibits a suggestive analogy to the evaporation o f
such substances at low temperatures .

This analogy has been emphasized by FRENKEL in a
recent paper'. in which he has derived, by a comparison

with the well-known evaporation formula, an expressio n

for the probability of neutron escape from an excite d

nucleus which, in our notation, can be written

W

In= N°ls z l e- I<T,

	

(12)

where W is the work necessary for the liberation of a

neutron from the nuclear matter, T the effective temperatur e

and k Boltzmann's factor . This temperature energy of

the nucleus FRENKEL estimates by assuming that the

excitation energy is distributed according to Planck' s

formula over a multitude of oscillators equal in numbe r

with the intrinsic degrees of freedom of a system consistin g

of N particles . If U is the total excitation energy of the nucleus,

this gives

	 h vi	u = ~
ehLl kr-

1 ,

	

(13)

where the summation is extended over all the oscillators .

Assuming further that the frequencies of these oscillators

are all comparable with the lowest frequencies of th e

radiation emitted from excited nuclei, he obtains for the

J . FRENKEL, Sow . Phys . 9, 533, (1936) .

Vidensk .Selsk. Math .-fys . Medd . XIV, 10 .
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compound system formed by the collision between a

neutron and a heavy nucleus values for k T of a few hundre d

thousand electron volts . Introduced in (12), this gives

values for Tn considerably smaller than the probability o f

neutron escape estimated from experiments . Since W is about

10 M. e . V. the formula is, however, very sensitive to th e

estimate of T and a far better agreement with experimenta l

values is actually obtained, if we take into account tha t

the possible oscillations of the nuclear matter have very

different frequencies varying from the values given by

formulas like (7) up to values of the same order of mag-

nitude as K/h .

Practically all the excitation energy of the compoun d

system is therefore stored in a few oscillations of the nuclea r

matter of smallest frequencies and accordingly the tem-

perature of the nucleus calculated by (13) will be several

times as high as that estimated by FRENKEL, and becomes

quite sufficient to secure an approximate agreement wit h

the observed disintegration probabilities in the cases wher e

a reasonable accuracy of formula (12) can be expected .

A quantitative comparison between ordinary evaporatio n

and neutron escape from the compound system is in fac t

limited nol only by the difficulty involved in art accurat e

estimate of the effective temperatures of this system but

also by the circumstance that the excitation of the residual

nucleus left after the escape of a neutron will generally b e

much smaller than that of the compound system, in contras t

with usual evaporation phenomena where the change in

the heat energy of the bodies concerned, during the escap e

of a single vapour molecule, is negligibly small . A formula

like (12) can therefore only be expected to give approx-

imately correct results when the average excitation of the

residual nucleus, although always smaller than that o f

the compound system, is still of the same order of magnitude .
(See Addendum VI) .

In such cases a comparison between neutron escape from

the compound system and ordinary evaporation offers, too ,

a simple explanation of the relative probabilities of dif-

ferent disintegration processes leading to different excited
states of the residual nucleus . In fact, formula (12)

gives primarily an estimate of the probability of thos e

disintegration processes in which the energy of the escapin g

neutron is approximately the same as that of a gas molecul e

at the temperature concerned, and the relative probabilitie s

of the escape of neutrons with higher velocities must be

expected to be smaller in approximate conformity with

Maxwell's velocity distribution of gas molecules . Actually

such a comparison offers a simple explanation of the observ-

ation that in nuclear reactions resulting in neutron releas e

the probability of a neutron leaving the nucleus with th e

total energy available is generally very small, if this energ y

is large compared with the temperature energy . (See
Addendum VII) .

Similar considerations are also in qualitative agreement

with the observed great probability of energy transfer i n

collisions between nuclei and neutrons of kinetic energy

greater than the energy difference between the normal an d

the lowest excited states of the nucleus . While this effect

contrasts so strikingly with the usual ideas of nuclea r

collisions it is (compare (A), p . 347) nevertheless readily

explained by the smaller demands on the concentration of

the energy stored in the nuclear matter necessary fo r

neutron escape in such disintegrations of the compoun d

system as leave the residual nucleus in an excited stat e

2*
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than in such as leave it in its normal state . In very violent

collisions, where the energy of the compound system i s

comparable or even larger than K, we should further expec t

that several particles would leave this system in successiv e

separate disintegration processes' . If such a disintegratio n

process results in the escape of a neutron its most probable

energy will be of the same order of magnitude as the temper-

ature energy of the compound system, while, if a charge d

particle is released, its energy will be higher on account o f

the additional effect of the electrical repulsion beyond th e

nuclear surface, which in a case like this has only a minor

influence on the liberation process itself . (See § 6) .

§ 5 . Slow Neutron Collisions.

In the case of collisions between nuclei and neutrons

with such small kinetic energies that the de Broglie wav e

length (11) is very long compared with nuclear dimension s

we cannot, as has been mentioned, speak in an unambiguous

way about contact between the neutron and the nucleus .

Accordingly every simple basis is evidently lost for a n

ordinary mechanical description of the formation of th e

compound system or its disintegration. This is also shown

most strikingly by the remarkable phenomena of capture

of slow neutrons for which effective cross sections hav e

been found amounting to several thousand times of simple

nuclear cross sections . In these highly selective phenomen a

we have obviously to do with a typical quantum mechanical

resonance effect where, although the collision process ca n

1 The escape of more than one neutron in nuclear collision ha s

recently been observed in fast neutron collisions by F . HsYN, Natur e

13S, 723., (1936) .

still be`separated in well defined stages, the probabilities o f

successive stages cannot be estimated independently of each
other .

In the first attempts to explain the appearance o f

such resonance the neutron was supposed to move withi n

the nucleus in a fixed field forming a so-called potentia l
hole. On account of the great fall in potential, the kinetic

energy of the neutron within the hole would in fact be s o

large that its wave length became smaller than the diameter

of the hole, although the wave length outside was muc h
larger. This great change in wave length therefore effects

an almost complete reflection of the neutron wave from th e

inner walls of the hole, allowing a standing wave of consider -

able intensity to be built up for suitable energy values o f
the neutron. As a consequence of the existence of such a

semistable state of motion of the neutron within the nucleus

there will appear for these energy values both an abnormally

large scattering effect corresponding to the reemission of

the neutron from this state and a considerable probability

of capture of the neutron resulting from a radiative transi-

tion to a lower energy state within the potential hole . Al -

though this picture in a very instructive way illuminates

essential features of the resonance effect, it was soon foun d

quite insufficient to account for the details of the phenomen a
observed. In particular an estimate of the probability o f

radiative effects in such simple collision processes shows

that the probability of scattering will always be greater

than or comparable with the probability of capture in con-

trast with the experimental results, according to which th e

often extraordinarily large capture probability of slo w
neutrons is in no case found to be accompanied by a n

excessively high scattering effect .



To overcome this difficulty, G . BREIT and E.WIGNER 1 have

proposed a modification of the explanation of the resonanc e

effects in slow neutron collisions according to which, in th e

intermediate state another nuclear particle through its in-

teraction with the incident neutron is lifted from its norma l

state to a higher quantum state at the same time as the

neutron becomes itself bound in some stationary state i n

the nuclear field with an energy too low to allow its immediat e

escape . On account of the small power of penetration of the

incident neutron wave into a potential hole of nuclear

dimensions even a relatively small probability of energy

transfer from the neutron to another particle bound in th e

nucleus is in fact, as they showed, sufficient to reverse the

balance between the scattering and the radiative processes in

such collisions . Still, as was already pointed out in (A), th e

observed extraordinary sharpness of the resonance pheno-

mena and their comparatively frequent occurrence deman d

a much longer life time of the intermediate system and a

much closer distribution of its energy levels than any nuclea r

model with weak coupling between the individual particle s

can give .

The decisive progress in the treatment of the resonanc e

problems by BREIT and WIGNER consists, however, in the

establishment of general formulas for the variation of th e

cross sections of neutron scattering and capture in th e

resonance region, which are of great value for the analysi s

of the experimental evidence . Denoting by Fn and Fr the

probabilities of neutron disintegration and of radiativ e

transitions of the compound system respectively these cros s

section formulas can be writte n

BREIT and WIGNER, Phys. Rev. 49, 519, (1936) .

where À, and E are the wave length and kinetic energy o f
the incident neutron respectively, and E0 is the energy value
to be ascribed to the semistable stationary state of the
compound system .

The remarkable resemblance of (14) and (15) with wel l
known optical dispersion formulas is most suggestive and
illustrates in particular the difficulties of separating simpl y
in resonance collisions the probability of the formation o f
the compound system from the probabilities of the competin g
disintegration and radiation processes of this system . While
the ratio between the latter probabilities as always alone
determines the relative yields of scattering and capture, w e
see from the dependence of the absolute values of thes e
yields on Tn and T. how these probabilities also influence
the degree of resonance obtainable and thereby the pro-

bability of the formation of the compound system .

As regards the discussion of the experimental evidenc e
by means of (14) and (15), it is especially important that i t
in principle is possible from measurements of the breadth
of the resonance region

and of the maximum capture cross sectio n

~max =,2	 TnT,.
~

	

~ (jn+Ir)2

to determine Tn as well as T, . . The closer analysis of the phe -
nomena shows that for heavier elements I ;. is of the order o f

and
4 TC (E - Eo)2 h-2 -}- i (Tn -f- T, .) 2

Tnt

(14)

47C (E- E„)2 1 2+ (Tn+ .T, .) 2 '
Tn Tr

(15)

(16)

(17)
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10 14 sec', and that the ratio of Tr and Tn for neutrons of

temperature velocity is about 10 3. While F . over a consider-

able energy region must be expected to vary only slowl y

with energy, F. will, as follows from quite simple quantum

mechanical arguments, be directly proportional to the vel-

ocity of the incident neutron in the energy region, where

the neutron wave length is large compared with nuclea r

dimensions, because in such a case the balance between

the processes will depend only on the probability of the

presence of a neutron close to the nucleus' . . We shall

therefore expect that Fn and Tr will be of the same orde r

of magnitude for neutron energies of about 10 5 volts . For

still higher energies Fn must be expected to increase stil l

more rapidly and soon become much greater than Tr in

conformity with the experimental evidence regarding fas t

neutron collisions' .

In the formulas (14) and (15) it is presumed that only

one semistable state of the compound system is responsibl e

for the anomalous variation of the cross sections for captur e

1 As pointed out by O. R . FRISCH and G . PLACZEK, Nature 137, 357 ,

(1936), and by P . WEEKES, M . LIVINGSTONE and H . BETHE, Phys . Rev . 49,

471 (1936), such simple arguments offer a direct method of gaugin g

small neutron velocities . In fact the cross section for nuclear disintegra-

tions initiated by slow neutron impacts and resulting in the release of fas t

a-rays will over a large energy region with high approximation be inversel y

proportional to the neutron velocity, since in such a case the life tim e

of the compound system will be very small and all typical resonanc e

effects will disappear as also shown by formula (15), if ß given by (16) is

very large compared with the energy of the incident neutrons in th e

whole region concerned .

2 In a recent paper by H . BETHE and G . PLACZEK, Phys . Rev . 51, 450 ,

(1937), a detailed discussion of the experimental evidence regarding slo w

neutron collisions is given . In this paper formulas of somewhat mor e

general type than (14) and (15) are developed, in which an explicit ac -

count is taken of the influence on the resonance phenomena of the spi n

properties of the nuclei concerned .

and scattering. Just as in the case of optical dispersion it

is possible, however, to account for the combined effects o f

several resonance levels, if only the breadth of each level i s

small compared with the distance between neighbouring

levels . In case the compound system in the energy regio n

concerned has a continuous level distribution such an ana-

lysis cannot be unambiguously performed, but - if in thi s

region the wave length of the incident neutron is still larg e

compared with nuclear dimensions - the cross section for

scattering and capture will be given by the simple expres-

sion (17), if the l's are identified with the slowly varying

probabilities of disintegration and radiation of the compoun d

system . In fact, in contrast to the case of collisions with fas t

neutrons, the cross sections will in this region be determined

by a balance between the processes of formation and disin-

tegration of the compound system which quite resemble s

that ih complete resonance . (Addendum VIII) .

§ 6 . Release of Charged Particles from Nuclei .

As is well known from the quantum mechanical ex-

planation of a-ray disintegration of radioactive nuclei, a

charged particle may escape from a nucleus even if its

potential energy in the region just outside the proper nuclea r

surface would be larger than its kinetic energy at - grea t

distances. In fact, a most instructive explanation of the

characteristic relation between the energy with which a-rays

are expelled from radioactive nuclei and the average lif e

time of such nuclei has been obtained by comparing thes e

disintegrations with the escape of a particle through a

fixed potential barrier around the nucleus formed by the

combined action of the attraction between the nuclea r

particles at small distances and their electrostatic repulsion

IG
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beyond the range of these forces . As well known from

GAM0w ' s theory, we get in this way for the probability o f

disintegration per unit time

b
4n

1 éh V2 m (P (r) -E) dr,

	

(18)
a

where n1 and E are the mass of the particle and the energy

with which it is expelled, P (r) is the potential of the particl e

at the distance r from the center of the nucleus, a is the

inner radius of this barrier, and b the classical distance

of closest approach .

Formula (18) has in particular been used as a basis fo r

estimates from the known disintegration constants of th e

radii of radioactive nuclei . The recognition of the decisiv e

influence of energy exchanges between the individual

nuclear particles on the probability of the release of un-

charged particles from the compound system formed by

nuclear collisions raises, however, the question to wha t

extent such estimates are reliable . In fact we have to con -

sider that the a-particle before its expulsion does in n o

way move freely in a fixed potential hole but that its escap e

from the nucleus must rather be considered as compose d

of two more or less sharply separated steps, of which the

first consists in the release of the a-particle from the nuclear

matter, and the second in its penetration as a free particle

through a potential barrier . Comparing the first step of thi s

process with the escape of fast neutrons from highly excited

nuclei, BETHE 1 has in a recent paper concluded that the

penetrability of the a-particle barrier must be many times

larger than hitherto assumed and has thus arrived at value s

for nuclear radii which are considerably larger than thos e

' H . BETHE, Phys . Rev. 550, 977 (1936) .
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'ordinarily adopted and which would require a radical

change in all estimates of the effect of the extranuclear

electric forces in charged particle reactions .

As regards such an argumentation it must be remembered ,

however, that while the outer slope of the barrier is deter -

mined entirely by the electric repulsion between the nuclear

particles at large distances, its inner rise is essentially du e

to the peculiar nuclear forces at small distances . The dis -

integration of the imaginary nucleus, which would remai n

after the complete elimination of the barrier, would there -

fore not be opposed by the nuclear forces in the same wa y

as the escape of neutral particles from real nuclei, and th e

difference between two such processes will obviously be th e

larger the more the top of the potential barrier is raise d

over the energy of the escaping particle . In the particular

case of radioactive nuclei in their normal state, where th e

height of the a-ray barrier is of the same order of magnitud e

as K, the instability of the nuclear system which remains

after the elimination of this barrier would thus seem to b e

so large that the probability of disintegration of the nucleu s

would be practically determined by the barrier effect alone .

Notwithstanding the ambiguity inherent in all estimates o f

nuclear radii without a closer discrimination between variou s

possible types of nuclear reactions, it would therefore see m

that estimates of the radii of radioactive nuclei by means

of formulas of the type of (18) can hardly be changed

greatly by taking the many body aspects of the proble m

into account. (See Addendum IX . )

Compared with a-ray decay of radioactive nuclei in

their normal state the relative influence of the repulsiv e

forces and the energy exchange between the individua l

nuclear particles on the disintegration probabilities is coin-
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pletely reversed in the highly excited compound nucle i

formed by collisions where, as already remarked in § 4, the

direct effect of the repulsive forces will often simply be a

subsequent acceleration of the charged particles evaporating

from the nuclear matter . This effect is especially clearly

shown in the much studied nuclear transmutations initiate d

by a-ray impact on light nuclei and resulting in the expulsio n

of high speed protons . Résembling the circumstances o f

neutron escape from excited nuclei it is found that, as soon

as the energy is large enough, it is more likely that the nucleus

after the proton expulsion is left in an excited state than i n

its normal state. The only difference between the relativ e

abundance of the various proton groups appearing in such

transmutations and that of the corresponding neutron

groups is, in fact, that due to the repulsion even the slowes t

protons have energies markedly higher than the tempera -

ture of the compound nucleus . Still, as regards the estimat e

of the absolute values of the disintegration probabilities b y

means of evaporation formulas of the type (12), it must b e

remembered that the latent heat of evaporation cannot b e

simply identified with the energy necessary to remove a

proton in the normal state of the compound nucleus t o

infinite distance, but that the potential of the proton jus t

outside the nuclear surface must be added to this energy .

§ 7 . Collisions between Charged Particles and Nuclei .

In nuclear transmutations initiated by impacts of charge d

particles we can, if the energy of these particles is sufficiently

large as in fast neutron collisions, consider the formatio n

of the compound system as a direct consequence of a

contact between the incident particle and the original nu-

cleus . In case of charged particles, however, the energy

Transmutation of Atomic Nuclei by Impact of Material Particles . I. 29

must of course be so large that even after the penetration

through the electrostatic repulsive field around the nucleus

the wave length of the incident particle is still small compared

with nuclear dimensions . For impacts of high speed a-par-

ticles on lighter nuclei the approximate fulfilment of these

conditions for a simple treatment of the formation of the

compound system is proved by the fact that the total yield

of the disintegration processes is nearly independent of th e

velocity of the incident particles. This is particularly clearly

shown in certain cases where as well protons as neutron s

can be released in comparable abundance as a result of

the collision, and where it is found that the sum of the yield

of protons and neutrons is remarkably constant over a

large region of a-ray energy, even if their relative abundanc e

may vary considerably within this regionl . At the same tim e

this observation shows most strikingly that in such collisions

we have not to do with any direct coupling between the

individual protons and neutrons expelled and the incident

a-ray, but that the proton and neutron release represents

competing disintegration processes of the compound systemt .

In a-ray impacts with smaller energies we meet with a

more complicated situation, partly because the energy level s

of the compound system are no longer continuously dis-

tributed but more or less sharply separated and partly becaus e

the establishment of contact between the incident particl e

and the original nucleus presents in itself a typical quantum

mechanical problem. As regards the latter question it is

Sec O . HAXEL, Z . f. Phys . 93, 400, (1935) .
3

Added in proof. This point has recently also been emphasize d

by W. D . HARKINS, Proc . Nat. Acad . of Sci . 23, 120, (1937), who, withou t

entering more closely on the question of the mechanism of nuclea r

reactions, already several years ago has advocated the view that nuclea r

transmutations are always initiated by the formation of a compound system .
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well known that GAMow ' s theory for the penetration through

the potential barrier around the nucleus allows one, in many

cases of nuclear disintegrations initiated by a-ray impact ,

to account satisfactorily for the variation of the output with

increasing a-ray energy. It is, however, obvious that the

remarkable maxima for certain a-ray energies observed in

several nuclear disintegrations giving rise to the expulsio n

of high speed protons cannot be explained in the usual way

by attributing such maxima to. the presence of a semistabl e

quantum state of the incident a-particle within the barrier ,

from which it may fall to some lower quantum state accom-

panied by the rise of the proton from its normal energ y

level within the nucleus to a level sufficiently high to allo w

its escape . In fact, no such explanation of the resonanc e

effects, where in the first approximation the a-particle a s

well as the proton is supposed to move in a fixed nuclea r

field, can be reconciled with the large probability of proto n

emission by impact of faster a-particles, which may be

assumed easily to penetrate into the interior of the nucleus .

Indeed, as remarked incidentally by MOTT 1 already some

years ago, this fact implies a coupling between the a-particl e

and a proton, which would be far too close to permit a

resonance to develop even for lower a-ray energies, wher e

the penetration of the a-particle into the nucleus is assumed

to be essentially influenced by the potential barrier, bu t

where the excess energy is still sufficient to permit th e

proton to pass unhindered over the top of the barrier .

The resonance effect in question must clearly be attribute d

to a coincidence of the sum of the energies of the free

a-particle and the original nucleus with that of a stationar y

state of the compound system corresponding to some quail -

N . F . MOTT, Proc. Roy. Soc . 133, 228, (1931) .
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tized collective type of motion of all its constituent particles .

The sharpness of these states and accordingly of the reson-

ance effects will depend on the life time of the compoun d

system, which will be determined by the sum of the prob -

abilities of the various competing disintegration processe s

of this system . Apart from exceptional cases the release of

protons will be far the most probable and will, as clearl y
shown by the velocity distribution of the emitted proton s

mentioned in § 6, depend on an evaporation like process o f

the nuclear matter which only indirectly will be influence d

by the presence of the repulsive forces outside the nucleus .

This is not only in conformity with the existence of resonanc e

in the energy region, where a proton would be able to escap e

without difficulty from the potential barrier, but also explain s

the fact that the width of the resonance levels for not to o

fast a-rays varies only slowly with increasing a-ray energy ,

although the ease with which an a-particle passes throug h

the potential barrier should increase very rapidly with .

increasing a-ray energy.

In a more detailed discussion of nuclear transmutatio n

initiated by a-ray impacts it must further be taken int o

account that the wave length of the a-particle even in th e

resonance region is generally of the same order as nuclear

dimensions and that therefore special attention must b e

paid to the possibilities of different values of its angula r

momentum relative to the nucleus and their influence on the

absolute values of the effective cross sections for the disinte-

gration process . This circumstance will in particular influ-

ence an estimate of the relative importance of the potentia l

barrier and of energy exchange within the nucleus on the

release probability of a-particles in the region concerned .

It is in this connection also of interest to note that the
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phenomenon of so called anomalous scattering of a-ray s

in close nuclear collisions may not, as in the usual treat -

ment, be entirely attributed to a deflection of the a-ray in

a fixed field of force but may be essentially influenced by

the possibility that an a-particle is temporarily taken up

in the compound nucleus and subsequently emitted by a

separate disintegration process .

In nuclear transmutations initiated by artificially accel-

erated protons the repulsive forces will on account of th e

comparatively small energy of the incident particle have a

preponderent influence on the whole phenomenon . This is

also shown by the great accuracy with which the relativ e

variation of the output with proton energy, apart fro m

cases of exceptional sharp resonance, is given by GAMOw' s

theory. Simple calculations of the probability of penetratio n

of the protons through the potential barrier can, however ,

not explain the often remarkably large differences betwee n

the absolute values of the output of transmutation processe s

by impact on different nuclei . These specific effects sho w

in fact in a striking way the great extent to which the prob-

ability of the formation of the compound system in the

proper quantum mechanical region may depend on the proba -

bilities of disintegration processes of this system itself, whic h

probabilities may again depend largely on the spin propertie s

of the original nucleus and the disintegration products . '

In the particular case of highly selective capture of slo w

protons by certain light nuclei we meet, as regards th e

way in which the capture cross section depends on th e

probabilities of proton escape and of radiative transitions ,

1 Compare M . GOLDHABER, Proc . Camb. Phil. Soc . 30, 361 (1934) ;

L . R . HAFSTAD, N . P. HEYDENBURG and M . A . TUVE, Phys . Rev . 50, 504

(1936). (See also Addendum IV).
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with an especially instructive analogy to slow neutro n

capture, at the same time as the two phenomena exhibit
extreme differences in mechanical respects . In fact the cros s

section for proton capture and the breadth of the resonanc e

region can obviously be expressed by general formulas of

the same type as (15) and (16), but while the probability
of neutron release .1-1 depends solely on energy exchange s

within the nuclear matter the corresponding probability fo r
proton escape ll, will also largely depend on the extra -
nuclear repulsion . Still due to the high excitation of the

compound system the situation is essentially different fro m

a-ray disintegration of radioactive nuclei in their norma l

state, discussed in paragraph 6, and the influence on lI,

of the mechanism of release of the proton from the nuclear

matter will here be comparable with the barrier effect .

Essential new features are exhibited by transmutation s

initiated by deuteron collisions where the output over larger

energy regions is often very much greater than estimated

by the quantum mechanical probability of a material poin t

with charge and mass like 'that of the deuteron in reaching

the surface of the nucleus . As pointed out by OPPENHEIME R
and PHILLIPS' we must, however, here take into consideration

that on account of the comparatively large size and small

stability of the deuteron it may be disrupted during th e

collision with the result that the neutron is captured by the

nucleus and the proton repelled by the extra nuclear field .

For the smallest deuteron velocities this view seems actuall y

to offer a satisfactory explanation of the experimenta l
evidence. For larger deuteron velocities, where still th e

energy is too small to allow a sufficiently probable penetra-

tion of a charged mass point into the interior of the nucleus ,
1 J. R . OPPENHEIMER and M . PHILLIPS, Phys . Rev . 4S, .500 (1935) .

Vidensk . Selsk. Math.-fys. Medd . XIV, 10.
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it is, however, necessary to assume that even a partial over -

lapping of the regions, to be ascribed to the motions of th e

elementary particles of which the nucleus and the deutero n

respectively are composed, may result in a complete fusio n

of the two systems into a semistable compound nucleus .

On account of the weak binding energy of the deutero n

the excitation of the compound nucleus will here be almos t

double as high as that which results from a neutron or

proton impact . Still - except in the extreme case of mutua l

collisions between deuterons where the total energy appro-

aches that of two free protons and two free neutrons to o

closely to allow an intermediate state of sufficient stability

- the excitation energy of the compound system will be s o

small compared with the total binding energy of its particle s

that, like in other nuclear transmutations, the collisions ca n

be separated into two well defined stages . In fact just the

great variety of the disintegration processes of the compoun d

system made possible by the high excitation in deutero n

collisions offers many instructive examples of the competi-

tion responsible for the final result of nuclear reactions .

Addendum .

I . Under the simplifying assumption that each level re -

presents a combination of a number of nearly equidistantl y

distributed quantities the density of nuclear levels for hig h

excitation can be simply estimated by means of an asymp-

totic formula for the number of possible ways p(n) any in-

teger may be written as a sum of smaller positive integers

which has been derived by G . H . HARDY and S . RAMANUJA N

(Prot. London Math . Soc . (2) XLII, 75, 1918) and to which

our attention has recently be drawn . This formula can fo r

large values of n be approximately written

1

	

7[1/E/a n

P (n) 4 v3 n e

If now for the unity we assume an energy value of 2 . 10 6

e . V. corresponding approximately to the average distanc e

between the lowest: levels of heavier nuclei, we get for the

number of combinations with which an excitation energy

of 8 . 10 6 e . V. can be obtained p(40) 2 •10 4, meaning an

average level distance of about 10 e . V. which roughly

corresponds to the densities of the level distribution estimate d

from slow neutron collisions .

II. A closer theoretical discussion of the characteristic

features of the nuclear level distribution has been given by

H . BETHE (Phys . Rev . 50, 332, 1936, and Rev . mod . Phys .

9, 69, 1937) who, on the basis of general theorems of sta-

tistical mechanics connecting the . entropy of a thermo-

dynamical system with the average energy, has estimate d

the density of energy levels of a highly excited nucleus for

two different simplified models of nuclear excitation . In the

first of these the coupling between the motion of the individua l

particles is entirely neglected for the sake of simplicity an d

the excitation energy is compared with that of a so calle d

Fermi gas at low temperatures ; in the second model the

coupling is assumed to be close and the excitation energy

is supposed to have its origin entirely in capillarity oscilla-

tions of the nuclear matter of the type discussed briefly in

the text . Although none of these models can be assumed to

reproduce the actual conditions in nuclei correctly, the

calculations of BETHE offer instructive examples of the ways

in which the typical character of the level scheme of nucle i

3*
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follows from the assumption that the excitation energy i s

shared by the nuclear particles in a way corresponding t o

a thermal equilibrium .

Further interesting contributions to this problem hav e

been given by L . LANDAU (Sow . Phys . 11, 556, 1937) an d

V . WElssxoPF (Phys. Rev . 52, 295, 1937) who, without

introducing any special assumptions as regards the origi n

of nuclear excitation, have calculated the nuclear leve l

density by thermodynamical methods, assuming that th e

mean value of the excitation energy for a heavy nucleus i s

proportional to the square of its absolute temperature . Thi s

condition, which also is fulfilled in the first of the two specia l

cases discussed by BÉTHE, does actually mean that th e

fundamental modes of motion in nuclei have energy values

which are nearly equidistant . It is therefore interesting t o

note that the formulas for the nuclear level density, derive d

from thermodynamical analogies are - at any rate a s

regards the exponential dependence on the total excitatio n

energy of the nucleus - practically identical with the ex -

pression for p(n) in Addendum I, if we by the number n

understand the measure of the total energy with the energy

differences between the lowest states, as unit .

III . The question of the origin of nuclear excitation in-

volves great difficulties due not only to the scarcity o f

our knowledge of the specific nuclear forces but also t o

the complications of the quantum mechanical problem con-

cerned. The aim of the simple remarks in the text is there -

fore in the first line to discuss certain possibilities of a

simplified semi-empirical treatment . While in this respect

the existence of quasi elastic oscillations of nuclei suggest s

itself by a straightforward correspondence argument, it is,

however, very doubtful whether such an argument can b e

legitimately applied to an analogy of nuclear excitatio n

with capillary oscillations . In fact the comparison with a

non viscous fluid involved in this analogy can hardly b e

maintained in view of the close coupling between th e
motions of the individual nuclear particles . Besides such

a comparison would - as kindly pointed out to us by Prof .
PEIERLS at a recent discussion in Copenhagen - force us

to consider other types of inner nuclear motions as well ,

which in particular would be inconsistent with the com-

parison mentioned in the text of the rotational motio n

within a nucleus and that of a rigid body .

IV. The problem of the interaction between the orbita l

momenta and spin vectors of the nuclear particles has ofte n

been discussed not only in connection with the spin value s

of nuclei but also in attempts of accounting for the remark -

able selection rules for various nuclear transmutations .
Usually these effects are ascribed to a loose coupling be-

tween the orbital momenta of the individual particles an d
their spin vectors like that in atoms . In a recent paper b y
F. KALCKAR, J . R. OPPENHEIMER and R . SERBER (Phys . Rev .
52, 279, 1937) it is shown, however, that it seems possibl e

to explain these rules merely by assuming that the tota l

angular momentum and the resulting intrinsic spin of th e

nuclear particles are coupled sufficiently loosely to allow

a well defined quantum mechanical specification of thei r

relative orientations .

V. A treatment of the nuclear photoeffect consistent

with the views on nuclear excitation and radiation her e

discussed is attempted in a recent paper by F . KALCKAR ,

J . R . OPPENHEIMER and R . SERBER, (Phys . Rev . 52, 273,
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1937) . In particular it is shown how it is possible from

the remarkable experiments by W . BOTHE and W . GENTNER

with high energy y-rays (Naturwiss ., 25, 90, 126, 191 ,

1937), to estimate the probabilities of radiative transition s

from excited states to the normal state of the nucleus. For

nuclei of medium atomic weight and 17 M . e . V . excitatio n

these probabilities are in certain cases found to be of the

order c1 . 10-9 sec', i . e ., about I f", of the most probable

radiation probabilities for such nuclei . This comparativel y

large probability of such distant transitions contrasts strik-

ingly with what might at first sight be expected from a

simple comparison (see L . LANDAU, Sow . Phys . 11, 556 ,

1937) of the radiation from an excited nucleus and a black

body with the temperature of about a million volt per degree

of freedom (see § 4) . Still it may be remarked that such a

comparison involves difficulties due to the high degree of

polarity of nuclear radiation and the close coupling betwee n

the various modes of excitation mentioned in the text .

Moreover the apparently capricious way in which the yield

of the nuclear photoeffects varies from element to element

suggests that we have in transitions from these highly ex -

cited nuclear states to the normal state to do with som e

peculiar features of the radiative mechanism connected per -

haps with the appearance of dipole moments .

VI. A closer examination of the conditions for the ap-

plication of an evaporation formula of the usual type to

nuclear disintegration problems is given by V . WEISSKOP F

in a recent paper cited in Addendum II . On the basi s

of general methods of statistical mechanics a detailed

discussion is given there not only of the limitation of simpl e

thermodynamical analogies in nuclear problems due to

Transmutation of Atomic Nuclei by Impact of Material Particles . I . 3 9

the comparatively few degrees of freedom of the syste m

concerned, but also of the generalisations of the usual

thermodynamical procedure required for the proper treat -

ment of such systems .

VII. The energy distribution of neutrons escaping fro m

highly excited nuclei has been especially closely studied i n

the case of the usual neutron source of Beryllium bombarde d
with a-rays . While here the distribution of the fast neutron s

is found to agree closely with the theoretical expectations, a n

apparent deviation is exhibited by the relative abundance

of neutrons with energies far below the estimated tem-

perature of the compound nucleus . This apparent difficulty

disappears, however, if we assume that the slow neutron s

in question must, as first suggested by P . AUGER (Journ. de

Physique, 4, 719, 1933), be ascribed to a more comple x

process, the first stage of which is the escape of an a-ray

from the compound system leaving a beryllium nucleus in

an excited state, while the second stage consists in th e

subsequent breaking up of this nucleus into two a-particles

and a slow neutron . This view is further strongly supporte d

by a recent experimental investigation by T . BJERGE (Prot .

Roy. Soc ., in print) .

VIII. The question of the quantum mechanical resonanc e

effects in case of continuous level distribution has recently

been more closely discussed by F . KALCKAR, J . R . OPPEN-

HEIMER and R . SERBER in the paper cited in Addendum V ,

on the nuclear photoeffect, which presents special features

analogous to the problem of nuclear transmutations initiate d

by impact of slow particles . A more comprehensive quan-

tum mechanical treatment of nuclear reactions will further

be given in a paper by F. KALCKAR to appear shortly and
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in which it will especially be attempted to develop general

arguments resembling the correspondence treatment o f

atomic radiation problems .

IX . The question of the proper estimate of the nuclea r

radii to be derived from the analysis of a-ray disintegration

of radioactive nuclei is further discussed by BETHE in his

recent report on nuclear dynamics (Rev . of Mod . Phys ., 9 ,

69, 1937), where he makes extensive use of the enlarge d

values of such radii which he has proposed in the pape r

cited on page 26 . In this connection BETHE also comments

on the criticism of this procedure of estimating nuclear

radii given in the text and presented at the Conference i n

Washington (see Preface). Meanwhile an important contri-

bution to this problem has been given by LANDAU in his

paper cited in Addendum II, where ho-has succeeded from

very general arguments in deducing a comprehensive for-

mula for the dependence of the probability of nuclear dis -

integrations under release of charged particles on the ex-

ternal repulsion as well as on the density of the level distri-

bution of the nucleus in the energy region concerned . In the

case of radioactive decay, where the levels are widely

separated, LANDAU'S formula leads to values for the nuclear

radii which differ only little from those derived from ordinary

potential barrier formulas but which are essentially differen t

from those proposed by BETHE . The closer connection

between LANDAU'S treatment and the argumentation given

in the text will be discussed in the forthcoming paper o f

KALCKAR which was mentioned above .
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